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Be it planning, scanning or a complex colour separation, whatever your need, we'll help you achieve sharp, vibrant, distinct impressions at Vicoda.

As the number 1 colour separator, we have the high technology and seasoned staff to help you get perfect impressions that will impress others.

Call us today.

vicoda
Colour separation is our nature.
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IN/SIGHT
African Photographers, 1940 to the Present

Introduction by Clare Bell.
Essays by Okwui Enwezor, Olu Oguibe, and Octavio Zaya.
280 pages with 43 full-colour reproductions, 118 duotones, and 39 black-and-white illustrations.

"The thirty African photographers selected for this pioneering anthology challenge long-standing Western misconceptions about Africa."
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TRADITIONAL/CONTEMPORARY/
AVANT-GARDE/ACID/SOUL JAZZ

Extensive Range of African music styles from North/
West/South/East Africa. (CDs/Tapes/Vinyl).
Rare Ritual rhythms of African diaspora (Afro-Cuban/Rio-
Bahian/Latino Vibes).
Contemporary forms of Funk/Dance/Rap/Soul (Classic
funk grooves).
Underground/Basement/Urban/Street pre-releases (Acid/
Drum n Bass/Trip-Hip-Hop/Live Fuji recordings).
Specially selected Pop/Classical/Gospel.
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Phone/Fax to update on weekly worldwide releases.
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Notes on Contributors

Toyin Adewale-Nduka - Belongs to a younger generation of Nigerian women authors. Her collection of poetry NAKED TESTIMONIES was recently published. She is currently on a writer's residency programme in Germany.

Wole Alade - Multi-instrumentalist musician, was born in Nigeria where he also had his professional induction. He studied music in Ibadan, Ife and at the Berklee College of Music, Boston, USA. Now he travels and performs widely in and outside the United States where he is at the moment a Visiting Faculty at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, an affiliate of Tufts University, Boston and Phillips Academy.

James Gibbs - Well-known literary critic. He was a professor of English at Ibadan, Liege (Belgium) and is currently at Bristol.

Olú Oguìbè - painter, poet and art historian in the Stuart Golding Chair in African Art at the University of South Florida.

Woeli Dekutsey - Ghanaian publisher, is a trustee of the Zimbabwe International Book Fair and one of the organisers of the Ghana International Book Fair.

Onookome Okome - Poet and art reviewer, teaches film at the University of Calabar, Nigeria.

Nobert Aas - Worked at Iwalewa-Haus, Centre for Contemporary African Art at the University of Bayreuth (Germany) for three years. Now he runs arc, an agency for Contemporary African Art in Bayreuth, together with Ulf Vierke.

Kofi Anyidoho - Prominent poet and professor of Performing Arts is the serving director, Institute of Performing Arts, University of Ghana, Legon.

Chika Okeke - Poet, painter and art historian, until recently taught fine art at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He curated the Nigerian section at the Whitechapel exhibition, Seven Stories in 1995.

Pius Adesanmi - Is at the post-graduate school, Department of Modern European Languages, University of Ibadan.

Diran Adebayo - Younger generation British novelist of Nigerian descent, read Law at Oxford University, lives in London.

Jonathan Haynes - Has written extensively on film and is currently a Senior Fulbright Scholar in the departments of English and Theatre Arts, University of Ibadan.

David Aradeon - Professor of Architecture and a leading African architect. He is a consultant to various continental and world bodies. His more recent publication is THE DICTIONARY OF ART, Macmillan, London, 1996.

Owen Logan - British photographer, has worked in Morroco, Algeria and in the past three years in Nigeria. He has just concluded a three-month long exhibition of his work in Calabar at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh.
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WE WON'T MAKE A DRAMA OUT OF IT.

Whether it's an exhibition or conference, an AGM or music concert, or even a special dinner dance. The National Theatre of Ghana, set in the centre of Accra, has every facility to make your event go smoothly and without fuss.

**Main Auditorium**
- Fully airconditioned. 1056 square metres, with a seating capacity of 1500.
- Facilities available: modern lighting and sound systems, stage with an orchestral pit, dressing rooms, bar etc.
- Suitable for drama and musical concerts, seminars, annual general meetings etc.

**Exhibition Hall**
- 1000 sq. metres, fully airconditioned with modern lighting with a seating capacity of 400.
- Suitable for exhibitions, meetings, workshops, seminars, annual general meetings, receptions etc.

**Lobby**
- Airconditioned with 2238 square metres with a seating capacity of 500.
- Ideal for parties, dinners, and exclusive parties. Overlooks an oriental well-kept "Chinese Garden."

**Chinese Garden**
- Suitable for cocktails and receptions. This exquisite facility has a well-kept fish pond.

**VIP Lounge**
- A very comfortable, well-furnished, airconditioned room with a seating capacity of 50.
- Ideal for meetings, workshops, dinners, and exclusive parties. Overlooks an oriental well-kept "Chinese Garden."

**Gift Shop**
- Has in stock artifacts and gift items.

**Current Programmes**
- Fun World
- Keysoap Concert Party
- Theatre Programme for Schools
- African Playwrights Series
- Arts Institute for Teachers
- Kiddafest
- International Days
- Exhibitions

South Liberia Road Box 198 Accra Ghana
Phone 233 21 663757 233 21 663449
Fax 233 21 663815 Telex 2842 Ghant GH.
E-mail National Theatre @ ghmail.com